1 Course Overview

Cedar Valley products are perfect for Distinctive homes and upscale commercial projects

Easy-To-Install Panel Saves Time.

The patented Cedar Valley panel system installs easier and faster than most other siding products – on average four times faster than individual shingles. There’s no starter course, the end joints don't require caulking and only minimal fasteners are needed per panel. Plus, the panel provides a seamless appearance with blind nailing application.

Higher Quality Western Red Cedar.

Cedar Valley uses only Western Red Cedar, “Nature's Finest Siding”, for our panels. They are hand assembled in our factory using Kiln Dried #1 grade shingles made from precision paralleled wood and all lower grades and rejects are culled out during the assembly process. Only the finest shingles make our panels and to your home.

A Versatile, Integrated System.

The Cedar Valley panel system of panels, corners, column wraps, specialty products and more offers builders a wide range of options to provide a fully integrated siding system. The accessory line for the 1 Course panel is more extensive and allows more flexibility in design.

Color And Factory-Finished Choices.

Cedar Valley products are available in a wide range of color and factory-finished options. Factory-finished products come in a rainbow of colors and provide extended warranties up to 50 years.

Ratings And Approvals.

With hurricane wind ratings from 196 MPH to 211 MPH you know you are protected. Add national code approval, Florida Building Code approval and a Texas Dept. of Insurance rating as your assurance of a superior shingle siding panel.

There’s No Substitute For Western Red Cedar.

Cedar Valley products are made from 100 percent kiln dried Western Red Cedar for a distinctive, upscale look. Synthetic siding can’t come close to the appearance and performance of cedar. Beautiful, durable and low maintenance, cedar is the perfect compliment to any design style.

Standard Corners:

1-Course Flush
90° Corner
135° Corner
Add-On Corner

Custom Corners, Column Wraps and Flares:

1-C Extended Return
3-Piece Radius Flare Corner Set
Column Wrap

Panels are available in Even Buttline, Staggered Buttline and Open Keyway shingle patterns. Specialized and Custom Exposures Panels are also available.